QUEENSLAND
RALLY ADVISORY PANEL
Meeting held on Wednesday, 4th June 2014
at ‘Sports House, 150 Caxton St, Milton

MINUTES
PRESENT:
Paul Woodward (Chairman)
Stephen Davies
Jamie Lawson
Peter Marcovich
Barry Neuendorff
Marius Swart
Clay Weston

Attended
4
4
4
4
3
4
4

Apology
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

2

2

APOLOGIES:
Matt Sosimenko

Important Note: Advisory Panels are appointed or elected annually by the Queensland State Council to provide advice
to the State Council on an area of particular knowledge. Each Panel also has a direct reporting relationship with the
relevant Commission on discipline specific matters. Any advice or recommendation recorded by Advisory Panels does
not have any regulatory effect until such time as the Queensland State Council or the relevant Commission adopts such
advice or recommendation.

Queensland Rally Advisory Panel Chairman, Paul Woodward, opened the meeting at 7.30 pm and
welcomed the Panel members.
RAP14.
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING:
031
The minutes from the previous meeting held on 7th May 2014 were accepted as a true and
accurate record.
BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES:
032
Ref. RAP14.024 - Rally Car Registration Scheme
Barry Neuendorff gave an update on the meeting held in the CAMS Office on 5/6/14 and
the Panel discussed the impacts on events and the sport if this matter is not resolved
quickly. Panel agreed that Barry Neuendorff contact Scott McGrath, CAMS Technical
Manager, to seek the latest information.
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033

Ref. RAP14.025 - Road to Rallying Document
Jamie Lawson advised that this is a work in progress and he is still gathering information.

034

Rally Organisers’ Forum
After discussion on timetables and commitments of Panel members, Jamie offered to do
initial work to set up the Forum. Panel accepted the offer from Jamie Lawson and will
receive a report at next meeting.

035

Ref. RAP14.030 - Border Ranges Rally
Stephen Davies reported on the progress of Border Ranges Rally and again raised the
apparent anomaly between the current wording of the Qld Rally Handbook and the
structure of the Border Ranges Rally where Clubman competitors will cover the total
distance of the event and pay the full entry fee. Panel agreed to consider a written request
from GCTMSC to have the requirements of the Handbook relaxed for 2014 Border Ranges
Rally and to consider any future changes to the relevant regulations within the Handbook in
future years.

036

Update was requested on the Class to be allocated to Marco Jansen’s Polo. Panel noted
that Marco Jansen has referred the issue direct to ARCom. Peter Marcovich abstained from
Panel’s decision as he is Chief Steward for IRoQ.

CORRESPONDENCE:
037
Email was received from Sheridan Hetherman wanting an explanation of why the Mike
Ryan Trophy was not presented at the last 2013 Rally Dinner and expressing her
disapproval at this oversight. Panel Chair has replied to Ms Hetherman and Panel noted
that it did list this award for presentation at the Rally Dinner but none of the persons who
have driven the award and who choose the recipient attended the dinner and therefore no
award was available to present. The Panel agreed that it will look at suitable opportunities
to present the award including the possibility of using the Podium for QRC at IRoQ as the
venue.
GENERAL BUSINESS:
038
QRC Seeding List Updates
Panel noted that the latest QRC seeding list was updated after QRC 1 and will be used for
the seeding of QRC etc. at IRoQ.
039

Jamie Lawson offered to start the planning of the annual Rally Awards Dinner.

040

Discussion occurred on whether the term “All-Comers” is a suitable description for the class
of cars and crews that run non-PRC cars in Queensland. It was suggested that the Panel
do a survey or put the question to Facebook to get some input on any name change. Panel
agreed with this approach.

041

Jamie Lawson will do a media release on the QRC and the results of each round.

042

Clay Weston gave an update on the preparation for the Wowan QRC which will be based in
the Wowan Community and has Council support.
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MEETING CLOSED:

9.20pm

NEXT MEETING:

Wednesday, 2nd July 2014

“I have signed this draft document and believe it is
a true and accurate record of the meeting”.

Signed:……………………………………………….
Paul Woodward
Chairman: Rally Advisory Panel
Distribution to:
QSC Delegates
CAMS website
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